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1 - OUTLINE AND MOTIVATION

YOU WILL…

▸ Understand git basics 

▸ Create GitHub account 

▸ Clone LAMMPS 

▸ Add a compute 

▸ Commit changes to your own branch 

▸ Add a pull request for our approval
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1 - OUTLINE AND MOTIVATION

DEMO FIRST

▸ I do everything while I explain 

▸ You will repeat all the steps in the exercises 

▸ Please interrupt if you have any questions!
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2 - GIT BASICS

WHAT IS GIT?

Version control system (VCS)

Keeps track of  
who/when/what changed files

Work very well offline 
and across machines
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2 - GIT BASICS

HOW DOES IT WORK?
‣ git stores snapshots of all your files 

‣ All file changes stores the full file, not diffs 

‣ If file has not changed, it stores a reference

Illustration from https://git-scm.com/
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2 - GIT BASICS

FILE LIFE CYCLE IN GIT

untracked unmodified modified staged

add the file

stage the file

edit the file

remove the file

commit
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2 - GIT BASICS

INSTALL GIT

macOS: Installed with command line tools (Xcode) 

Linux:  

$ sudo apt-get install git 
or 
$ sudo yum install git 

Windows: Cygwin / Ubuntu bash
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2 - GIT BASICS

GIT CONFIG

Tell git who you are. This identifies you in all your commits 

$ git config --global user.name “Anders Hafreager" 

$ git config --global user.email andershaf@gmail.com
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2 - GIT BASICS

GIT CONFIG
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3 - FORK LAMMPS

FORK LAMMPS ON GITHUB

‣ Fork means get a copy of LAMMPS repository on your GitHub account 

‣ This is a full copy that you have full access to
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3 - FORK LAMMPS

FORK LAMMPS ON GITHUB

‣ Go to https://github.com/lammps/lammps-git-tutorial
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https://github.com/lammps/lammps-git-tutorial


3 - FORK LAMMPS

FORK LAMMPS ON GITHUB
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3 - FORK LAMMPS

FORK LAMMPS ON GITHUB

Notice that the copy is now under your account
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4 - CLONE LAMMPS

CLONE YOUR LAMMPS FORK

‣ Clone means get a copy from remote repository (i.e. GitHub.com) 
to your local machine 

‣ It is connected to GitHub repository called origin 

‣ But first, we need SSH keys so you don’t have to write your password
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http://GitHub.com




4 - CLONE LAMMPS

GENERATE SSH-KEY

‣ Works on macOS, Linux  

‣ Works on Windows with Cygwin or Ubuntu Bash 

‣ Follow instructions on 
https://help.github.com/articles/connecting-to-github-with-ssh/ 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https://help.github.com/articles/connecting-to-github-with-ssh/


4 - CLONE LAMMPS

CLONE YOUR LAMMPS FORK
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4 - CLONE LAMMPS

CLONE YOUR LAMMPS FORK
If you have set up SSH keys, make sure you click Use SSH click it so the text field starts 
with git@github.com. If not, click Use HTTPS (requres password more often).
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4 - CLONE LAMMPS

CLONE YOUR LAMMPS FORK

Copy the contents of the text field
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4 - CLONE LAMMPS

CLONE YOUR LAMMPS FORK

$ git clone git@github.com:yourusername/lammps-git-tutorial.git (few mins) 

$ cd lammps-git-tutorial
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mailto:git@github.com


4 - CLONE LAMMPS

CHECK STATUS OF REPOSITORY

Check git status (you can never do this too often!) 

$ git status
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4 - CLONE LAMMPS

TEST THAT LAMMPS WORKS

$ cd src 

$ make -j4 serial 

$ ./lmp_serial
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4 - CLONE LAMMPS

CHECK STATUS OF REPOSITORY

Check git status (you can never do this too often!) 

$ git status
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4 - CLONE LAMMPS

CHECK STATUS OF REPOSITORY

untracked unmodified modified staged
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5 - MODIFY LAMMPS

CREATE NEW COMPUTE

‣ We want to create a compute that computes mean velocity squared 

‣ This is closely related to the kinetic energy 1/2mv2 

‣ We copy compute_ke.* into compute_vsq.* and modify it
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5 - MODIFY LAMMPS

CREATE NEW COMPUTE

$ cp compute_ke.cpp compute_vsq.cpp (add your username in the filename) 

$ cp compute_ke.h compute_vsq.h (add your username in the filename) 

$ git status
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4 - CLONE LAMMPS

CHECK STATUS OF REPOSITORY

untracked unmodified modified staged
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5 - MODIFY LAMMPS

OPEN SRC FOLDER IN YOUR FAVOURITE EDITOR
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5 - MODIFY LAMMPS

RENAME COMPUTE TO ComputeVSQ

Remember to rename all c++-references from ke to vsq
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5 - MODIFY LAMMPS

CHECK GIT STATUS

$ git status
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5 - MODIFY LAMMPS

CHECK GIT STATUS AGAIN

untracked unmodified modified staged
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5 - MODIFY LAMMPS

TEST COMPILATION

$ make serial 

Your new compute would now work as a command in LAMMPS
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5 - MODIFY LAMMPS

MODIFY COMPUTE

‣ Modify compute so it does what it should do
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6 - COMMIT TO GIT

COMMIT TO FEATURE BRANCH

‣ We want to branch out so master branch is not affected 

‣ This is often called a feature branch 

‣ We will eventually create a pull request to LAMMPS repository 

‣ We will branch out from main repository master branch
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6 - COMMIT TO GIT

ADD LAMMPS REPOSITORY AS REMOTE

$ git remote add upstream https://github.com/lammps/lammps-git-tutorial.git 

$ git fetch upstream
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https://github.com/lammps/lammps-git-tutorial.git


6 - COMMIT TO GIT

CREATE FEATURE BRANCH

$git fetch upstream (ALWAYS fetch upstream to be sure we are up to date) 

$ git checkout upstream/master 

$ git checkout -b compute_vsq (branch name should be somewhat informative)
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6 - COMMIT TO GIT

GIT STATUS

$ git status 

Notice that we now are on the new branch compute_vsq
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6 - COMMIT TO GIT

ADD CHANGES TO STAGED AREA

$ git add compute_vsq.cpp 

$ git add compute_vsq.h 

$ git status
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6 - COMMIT TO GIT

ADD CHANGES TO STAGED AREA

untracked unmodified modified staged

add the file
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6 - COMMIT TO GIT

COMMIT CHANGES (WITH GOOD MESSAGE)

$ git commit -m “Added compute that measures mean squared velocity” 

$ git status
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6 - COMMIT TO GIT

COMMIT CHANGES

untracked unmodified modified staged

add the file

commit
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6 - COMMIT TO GIT

PUSH COMMIT TO YOUR FORK

$ git push (won’t work so we follow the instructions) 

$ git push --set-upstream origin compute_vsq
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7 - CREATE PULL REQUEST

GO TO YOUR FORK ON GITHUB

Select the new branch we just created
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7 - CREATE PULL REQUEST

CLICK PULL REQUEST

Also notice that this branch is 1 commit ahead of lammps:master
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7 - CREATE PULL REQUEST

WRITE PULL REQUEST (PR) INFO TO MAINTAINERS

Pull request template is automatically filled in 
Allow edits from maintainers lets them push directly to your branch if needed
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7 - CREATE PULL REQUEST

WRITE PULL REQUEST (PR) INFO TO MAINTAINERS

‣ You don’t have to fill in every field if it’s not relevant, it’s just a template 

‣ Not all changes require new documentation / new examples (i.e. bug fixes) 

‣ You will get good feedback from maintainers 

‣ When you’re ready, press 
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7 - CREATE PULL REQUEST

NOW WAIT
‣ We have Jenkins, and automated build system testing all PR’s 

‣ It builds the documentation and source code
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7 - CREATE PULL REQUEST

NOW WAIT
‣ Jenkins typically spends a few minutes per build
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7 - CREATE PULL REQUEST

NOW WAIT
‣ Maintainers will label the pull request and give feedback 

‣ Here it seems like I made a programming mistake, and I haven’t added doc pages
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8 - UPDATE FEATURE 

MAKE THE CHANGES
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8 - UPDATE FEATURE

MAKE THE CHANGES

$ git status
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8 - UPDATE FEATURE

MAKE THE CHANGES

untracked unmodified modified staged

edit the file
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8 - UPDATE FEATURE 

COMMIT CHANGES

$ git add compute_vsq.cpp 

$ git commit -m "Added missing MPI_Allreduce in compute vsq” 

$ git push
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8 - UPDATE FEATURE 

COMMIT CHANGES

untracked unmodified modified staged

stage the file

edit the file

commit
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8 - UPDATE FEATURE 

NOW WAIT AGAIN
‣ New commit is automatically added to PR 

‣ Jenkins will build after the new commit 
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8 - UPDATE FEATURE 

MERGE IS DONE BY STEVE
‣ When PR is ready to be merged, Steve is assigned 

‣ You can delete the branch after merge (GitHub shows a button for that)
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EXERCISES

(15 minute break first)



9 - EXERCISES

EXERCISE 0 - GITHUB ACCOUNT

▸ Go to github.com and create an account 

▸ Verify that you have git. If not, install it (see slide 8) 

▸ (Optional) Add an SSH key to your GitHub account  
https://help.github.com/articles/connecting-to-github-with-ssh

http://github.com
https://help.github.com/articles/connecting-to-github-with-ssh


9 - EXERCISES

EXERCISE 1 - ISSUES

▸ Create a new issue on the tutorial git repository to track your progress on the 
exercises 

▸ State your name and affiliation in the description and add a task list for each 
exercise 

▸ As you progress, check the exercises you’ve completed

http://github.com/lammps/lammps-git-tutorial


9 - EXERCISES

EXERCISE 2: CREATE A FORK

▸ Fork the lammps/lammps-git-tutorial repository into your GitHub account 

▸ Clone your fork into a working directory on your computer 

▸ Add upstream as remote and fetch it 

 
 

Steps are explained from slide 11

https://github.com/lammps/lammps-git-tutorial


9 - EXERCISES

EXERCISE 3: CREATE A FEATURE BRANCH

▸ Copy files src/XYZ to src/ABC 

▸ Use your GitHub username as part of the filename to avoid conflicts when 
we merge 

▸ Edit file and implement the new compute 

▸ Create a new feature branch 

▸ Push your new branch to your fork (origin) 

 
 

Steps are explained from slide 26



9 - EXERCISES

EXERCISE 4: CREATE A PULL REQUEST

▸ Go to GitHub and create a new pull request (your branch to master) 

▸ Fix any compilation errors and update your branch 

 

 
 
 

Steps are explained from slide 44



9 - EXERCISES

EXERCISE 5: WAIT FOR FEEDBACK AND FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS

▸ You will have to make changes and push your updates again 

▸ Continue until we merge into master



9 - EXERCISES

BONUS EXERCISE: TRY TO BUILD DOCUMENTATION

▸ Go into the doc/ folder and run “make -j 4 html” 

▸ This will download dependencies and generate the documentation (requires 
Python 3, pip and virtualenv) 

▸ Verify that you can view the documentation by opening doc/html/Manual.html


